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This blog is dedicated to a topic I find actually central. 

 

"The Rebirth of Adam." The question I would like to ask first, Is Rebirth one event? Or is it rather a 

process?  

 

As Blessed Couples we are all familiar with the 3 Day Ceremony, where the position of husband is 

restored from Archangelic to Adam position. However according to True Father, this is a conditional 

event. Then how can a Blessed husband reach a substantial position of 'Adam'? Namely a true son of 

God? Unless the Blessed husband passes through a course to restore substantially the position of Adam, 

the original God given position, the Blessed husband is actually standing in dual positions.  

 

Conditionally he is in a position of restored Adam. But on the other hand, in substantial way he is still 

much more in an Arch Angelic position. This can be a major contributing factor to all struggles in the 

Blessed Marriages and Families. Unless the husband can regain entirely his original God given position 

as Adam, he will find it next to impossible to absolutely fulfill his true position as true Subject in front of 

his wife as well as Family. Which is most crucial position as we all know that Subject position means to 

initiate the flow of true Love. So how can the husband achieve his true position? The only way is through 

his spouse. 

 

However the only way the wife can to assist her husband in the process of Rebirth as true Adam, is if she 

can establish absolute unity in heart with LSA, who stands in a position of True Adam in front of God and 

in front of his Spouse the True Eve. How can Blessed wife's achieve such he heartistic unity with True 

Father who also represents the Position of True Husband? First the Blessed Wife needs to become one in 

heart with True Mother, the true Eve.  

 

Through this unity the Blessed wife can connect spiritually to the Heart of the true Adam, hence through 

this she can entirely restore her original heart as true Eve. Once she can substantially be reborn as True 

Eve, will she be able to have the heart of True Mother and help her Blessed husband to be completely 

Reborn as True Adam. Hence from that point the Blessed husband will be able to fulfill his true position 

as God's true Son and true Husband and a True Father. Aju 

 

 

 


